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Grand Opening: Nursing Center
Movie Review: Find out if
Natalie Portman lives up to
all of the hype.
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opening.

Recap: Men's team took on
Savannah State on Saturday, January 9.
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Lancer CA$H System Meant to Make Things Easier
NICOLE DALES

Uses for Lancer CASH
Here are a few | On Campus Locations
locations on
-Dorrill Dining Hall
through the
Dining Ser-Lancer Café
vices where
LancerCA$H -Chick-fil-A
may be used. -Moe's Southwest Grill
Please see
-Java City
wwwlongwood.edu/
-Freshens Energy Zone
lancercard for
-AFC Sushi
more info.

Editor-in-Chief
Virginia Tech has the Hokie Passport. James Madison
University has the JAC Card.
These cards can be used on
campus and around town.
Longwood has recently debuted a similar system, designed to make student life
easier. Lancer CASH is money
loaded right onto your student
identification card, or LancerCard that can be used in a variety of ways.
One of the biggest questions
that arises from the new system is the difference between

Lancer CASH and Bonus Dol- will search for Lancer CASH.
lars. Bonus Dollars come with LancerCard Center Manager
your meal plan, and can be Crissy Sampier explained that
used at any of the locations although it has taken a little
ran by ARAMARK. This in- while for students to get use
eludes Lancer Café, Java City, to the system, it is designed to
the Student Health 8c Wellness make things easier.
Center, Chick-fil-A and Moe's
"Until you pay your hold,
Southwes t H H M H B j B n s ^ K g y S ' y ^
cannot
Grill. L a n c e r B ^ ^ S A ^ m j ^ P I l i d o anything.
CASH, h o w - J f e s ¿ 2 2 l l Z D
BBIYou have to
ever,
turns
H ; Jg ° to the cayour ID c a r d ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ * ^ ' •• • »
shier office
into a debit card.
with cash or check to pay for
Lancer CASH can be used it," explained Sampier. She
at all of the places Bonus Dol- explained other situations in
lars can be used. When you which this system will make
swipe your card, it will look it easier. She uses the example
for Bonus Dollars first. Then it that some students graduate

SGA BRIEtt

and go home, and then try and
call for a copy of their transcripts. They realize they have
a nine-cent fine from printing
that they have to pay before
they can receive tnose transcripts.
You can add money to your
card online, in the cashiering
office or at the value station
next to the ATM in the Lankford Student Union. Adding
money through the website wifl
incur an additional $2 service,
so factor that in when you add
money online. Go to http://
www.longwood.edu/lancercard and follow the prompts to
See SNOW, Page 3

As Super Bowl Sunday
approaches, find out who
students and faculty are
rooting for. Football picks,

Assistant Director of the Office of First
Year Experience Stacy Wilkerson came
to the SGA meeting on l\ies., Feb. 1 to
talk about the Longwood Chapter of
Habitat for Humanity. She said the chapter has been inactive
while bufr they
are getting the club rolling again. Wilkerson explained there are Several ways to
get involved, including helping out with
building houses, demolishing houses
and working in the restoring homes.
There will be a meeting on Wed., Feb.
9 at 8 p.m., and there will be bi-weekly
meetings following that. If you cannot
make the meetings you are still invited
to get involved, contact Wilkerson to get
added to the e-mail list.
Junior Sarah Adams came to speak
about the free speech wall. She has an
internship with The Dos Passos Review
through the English Department. Last
November, there was a free speech wall
behind Lankfbrd Student Union, and
Adams is interested in making it more of
a permanent fixture. She referenced the
"Free Speech" wall at the University of
Virginia and talked about having a similar monument at Longwood.
One possibility is having small posts
around campus with chalkboards, making it easy to monitor the board and
constantly put up fresh content. Adams
expects tnis to be an expensive project,
but she is actively looicins into clubs
who would be intereste*
in helping sponsor th
project.
During the open forun
segment of the meeting
Senator Gina DeMaro
brought up a concen
she nad about polic
response in regard to
fire drill in French Hal
Monday morning. Several concerns
were brought forward by Jesse Miller,
including issues with customer service
at the Barnes & Noble Bookstore. The
See SGA. Page 3

see SPORTS, page
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Featuring: Associate Head Women's Soccer Coach, Steve Brdarski

JESSICA SNYDER

Rotunda Staff Writer

W«

ed., Jan. 21 marked Longwood University's first
- the- semester. The
rrL- snow began
L _ _ falling
/•
snowfall of
Wednesday afternoon and quickly turned into a win
wintry
mix. While the campus was spared tor
for the most part from
fr
the ice and snow, the weather was still able to cause class
cancellations on Wednesday after 5:30 p.m. and the university to be delayed on Thursday morning until 10 a.m.
While students only see the final decision in closings and
delays, there is an intricate process that takes place Before
the decision.
When the institution is anticipating
:ipating a bad
t weather event,
Vice President for Student Affairs Dr. Tim Pierson will
meet with Interim Vice President for Academic Affairs,
Dr. Ken Perkins; Director of Environmental Health and
Safety and Emergency Management, Jim White; Chief of
Police Bob Beach; and Director of Grounds Management
Bill Westerhoff. Together they di&uss how to prepare the
campus.
Even before the meeting, the process begins with White
and Beach sending updates on the upcoming weather.
White uses several sources including the national weather
alert system to monitor storms that may be coming into
the area. This process begins days before the storm is expected to hit. Once the precipitation falls, they also take
into consideration how the actual roads are doing; they
are able to monitor the roads by keeping in toucn witn
the Virginia State Police and the Virginia Department of
Transportation.
Once the information from all sources is compiled, it
is sent to Pierson and Perkins who review the information. Using the information gathered, the offices are able
to come up with a recommendation to the president about
See SNOW* Page 2
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WELCOME BACK BINGO

tive winners and the final prizes, a Barnes &
Noble Nook and an iHome, were determined
W H A T ' S INSIDE
by an epically intense bout of "Rock, Paper,
Scissors.
Page 3
Attendance was listed as 100 plus and es- Staff Changes
timated at 115, an excellent turnout, by the
Page 3
night's organizer and Novelty Chair Chloe Clinical Simulation Lab
Abshire.'She described the gaming night
as a "Welcome Back Bingo event" in which The Black Column ........,........„.".
Page 5
the Lancer Productions staff wanted to "get
the students back in action ... for a fun time Sex in the "Ville
Page 6
together and [to] just win some prizes."
Along with the grand prizes of a Nook and "The Rite"...
.....
Page 8
an iHome, items were awarded such as toilet
paper, movies, Coca Cola, Gatorade, laundry Super Bowl Picks
Page 11
essentials, fine chocolates, and various board
games.
ntoto By: Mctad I
Meanwhile, Lancer Productions President CONTACT
SEMEIN WASHINGTON
Missy Dillard handled prize distribution and Office
Asst. Features Editor
434-395-2120
Advisor Billy Boulden announced to the busW h o says that Bingo is just for old ladies? On FRI., Jan. 28 at 9 p.m., Lancer Pro- tling crowd of eager-eyed players. General VISIT US AT...
Adn
ductions nosted a welcome Back Bingo event in Lankford's Grand Ballroom. The member April Keeneyf anaf Administrative
therotundaonline.com
atmosphere was electric. A wide variety of prizes were handed out to their respecSee B I N G O , Page 4
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Nursing Program Opens Doors to New Center of Operations
NATHAN EPSTEIN

Ancient
Lessons
IAN SHIH

Asst. News Editor

Rotunda Reporter •
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O n e of the greatest battles
of Ancient Greek history occurred not between the Athenians, Spartans or Persians,
Rillgá
but between two schools
of thought: the followers of
Socrates and the sophists.
Socrates was primarily interested in the pursuit of truth,
believing that there were
universal, objective facts and
NEWS
standards.
COLUMN
Accordingly, he thought
that virtues sucn as goodness
and justice had immutable essences that were not
subject to the opinions of others. The sophists,
on the other hand, thought that everything was
relative; what was right or wrong, good or bad,
depended on the person you asked. Discovering
the truth was largely unimportant to the sophist,
instead they took stock in cultivating rhetoric.
For the sophists, whoever was the most persuasive, even if their argument depended on fallacious logic, was right. Thrasvmachus, one of the
most famous sophists, once declared that "Justice
is the interest of the stronger."
There is an eerie similarity between the Athens that Socrates lived in (roughly 450 B.C.) and
the United States today. Athens reached its peak
when Socrates was younger, a time we now call
the Golden Age of Athens. The city-state at the
time enjoyed considerable wealth and power as
well as great developments in arts and sciences.
However, by the end of Socrates' life, Athens
experienced a sharp decline. The tide had turned
and Athens was now losing the Peloponnesian
War against Sparta. Socrates believed the rever-

A s of February 1, Longwood's nursing program,
still in its infancy, now has
Stevens Hall to call home.
Just after 3 p.m., a simultaneous cheer of "Go Lancers!" accompanied the cutting of the ribbon, and the
third floor of Stevens Hall
officially became The Edward I. Gordon, M.D. Clinical Simulation Learning
Center.
Among others cutting the
ribbon to formally open the
new center were Longwood
University President Patrick Finnegan and the center's primary benefactor Dr.
Edward Gordon. Gordon,
who has practiced both pediatrics and family medicine
for 37 years in the Farmville
community, contributed $1
million to the $1.8 million
project that first began back
in the 2007.
"Having been ill myself,
becoming interested in medicine through illness, having
an interest in computers,
having had nurses help me

every step of the way, it was
like looking into a mirror,"
said Gordon of his inspiration for his involvement. "I
want to help now, I want to
help in the future, I see this
program as a fantastic help
towards the future.
"The technology is here,
the technology to expand,
and I think at this point
you'll be seeing something
that will just live on and win
produce nurse after nurse after nurse in a way that wasn't
even possible in the past.'
Following the ceremony,
the center filled with patrons
and students alike who marveled at what the one-time
science building first built in
the 1950s now nad to offer.
Some rooms had been transformed to part classroom
and part simulation room,
containing patient beds fully
equipped with the machines
and tools used by practicing
nurses and physicians.
Other rooms are now being used for the solee purp*ose
ion. Pioso f p>atient simulation
sibly one the most interesting aspects of the new center
are the patients themselves:
manikins that respond and

react to treatments, sensations, and even speech from
the nurses.
"The amount of things
that can be done here just
appear to be endless," Gordon expressed, "The nursing students that go through
this program are going to
save lives and they re going
to save lives in a way that is
so different than in the past
because they go into their
first critical experiences live
people who actually talk
oacK to them and know what
to do and have been through
some of the horrors of tne

mistakes that were made in
the simulation lab and not in
the real world."
Most of the manikins cost
between $12,000 to $15,000,
but one such subject, according to the nursing students, can do anything from
blinking, speaking, breathing, ana even perform other
bodily functions.
Continued at
therotundaonline.com

Major Snow Misses University, Cancels Classes
Continued from Page I

sity buildings.
Grounds Management employees work with the Office
of Environmental Health
and Safety and Emergency
Management to provide as
much safety for students as
ossible. However, if a stuent falls because of ice, it
needs to be reported to their
resident assistant (RA) and
residential education coordinator (REC), then reported to CampuSi Police so the
area where the ice or snow
can be cleared. , ;
jjiiii
With this past^snow, many
students were puzzled bytfre
decision to have 9:30 a.m.

what is best for the entire
Longwood Community.
Wnite said, "Those recommendations are based on
safety on campus, safety on
the highway and safety for
our employees."
At tne same time the information is sent to the vice
j courageous, ana strong
presidents, it is also sent
inhabiting those qualities.
to Westerhoff. Westerhoff
For Socrates, excessive wealth and luxuries had and his team immediately
ruinously weakened Athens. Although he did not begin prepping for the baa
believe wealth was bad in and of itself, Socrates weather. After the weather
saw that without discipline, wealth often led to is cleared, it typically takes
over-indulgence and complacency. Instead of three days to clean, starting
morality, modesty, simplicity and hard work, the with entrances into univergeneration of Athenians that succeeded Socrates
sought fame, comfort and power.
Socrates commented, Our youth now love
luxury. They have bad manners, contempt for authority; they show disrespect for their eiders and
love cnatter in place of exercise; they no longer KEENAN CRUMP
rise when elders enter the room; they contradict Rotunda Reporter
their parents, chatter before company; gobble up
their food and tyrannize their teachers.
I n the aftermath of the tragic shooting of Arizona
It is not all that difficult to draw parallels be- Congresswoman Gabrielle Giffords and 13 others in
tween Athens then and the United States now. Tucson, Ariz., much of the national narrative has been
While it is imprudent to make quick conclu- focused on politicians and media personalities tonsions, America like ancient Athens, is a shell of ing down their political rhetoric. Furthermore, newly
the country it once was before. Instead of striving iroposed safety measures in Congress have ranged
for the truth, our leaders readily twist it, bend it, rom some members wanting legislation that would
and all too often cover it, to suit their whims. In- allow them to bring loaded weapons onto the floor of
stead of engaging in civil discourse, they engage the Senate and House, but others" preferring to offer
ing, Digotry, and hatred.
new laws that limit the amount of ammunition a gun
we have owner can purchase at a time.
complacent to noia tnem accountMeanwhile, state legislatures are now reacting to the
able. Freedom, equality, justice, and democracy tragedy in their own way, including the Virginia Genhave become mere buzzwords re-appropriated by eral Assembly, which began its new legislative session
our sophist leaders to repress the weak.
on January 12. State Senator A. Donald McEachin, DHenrico, echoed similar sentiments that came out of
Washington, D.C. in the days following the events in
Instead of striving for the
Tucson.
contacted through e-mail, McEachin said,
truth, our leaders readily twist "AllWhen
of us here at the General Assembly are devastated
by the loss of life and the tragedy in Tucson. I think
it, bend it, and all too often
all of us are very conscious of making an extra effort
to be civil in tone." McEachin was quick to note howcover it, to suit their whims."
ever, that the tone expressed by political leaders at the
General Assembly in Richmond does not come close
Our country has become obsessed with the ba- to the heated exchanges local residents have become
nal; more Americans find voting for "Dancing used to seeing in Washington.
With The Stars" more important than voting
The tenor of debate is just one side of the story that
for leadership. We feel that the word politics is has surfaced over the past few weeks in the political
synonymous with corruption. We have such a arena. From the halls of Congress to the steps of the
skewed view of reality that no longer do we try to Capitol building in Richmond, advocates of stricter
keep up with the Jones', but with the Rockefellers, gun control ana supporters of wider gun rights are
thinking that opulence is any more desirable than making their voices neard as politicians on the federal
poverty.
'
state levels are scrambling to come up with ways to
Just like the flawed Athenians, we worship appease these two very passionate constituencies.
wealth and fame, rather than honesty and kindOn January 17, just five days after the start of this
ness. Not only have we not stopped idolizing the year's legislative session for the General Assembly,
golden calf, but we have made it larger than ever. members from both these groups held dueling rallies
This was never the American dream; such a life- to show state lawmakers that their beliefs are what is
style is neither healthy nor normal. Virtue is not best for the Commonwealth moving forward. Taking
some abstract idea, but a concrete principle that place inside the General Assembly however are legishas real day-to-day consequences. There remains lative efforts to try and appease both crowds.
but a glimmer of nope that our country can re"We are still working to close the gun show loopgain the former greatness once exhibited, but it hole and to not allow open carry while consuming alrequires tough choices and sacrifices.
cohol," said McEachin. It is unclear just how fast the
In the end, the ancient Athenians rejected General Assembly will move on these items, if at all,
Socrates' philosophies. For his beliefs, Socrates this session, but there is sure to be a political fight that
was sentenced to death, accused of corrupting takes place, not only on the Assembly floor, but on the
the city's youtn and not adhering to the religious streets.
dogma. By refusing to heed Socrates' warnings,
The safety of state lawmakers is also an area of conAthens suffered a painful decline, eventually sur- cern that, has the Division of Capitol Police in Richrendering to the Spartans. Let us hope our nation mond on an even higher alert this session just weeks
will not race a similar demise.
after the attempted assassination of a Congresswoman
and the deaths of six others who were wounded in
Arizona. Chief of Police at the state Capitol, Colonel
Kimberly Lettner, has already prepared: her staff and
lawmakers for the long days ahead.

classes begin at 10 a.m.
Pierson said that the specific call comes from Perkins
and follows no particular
policy. In making the decision, class scheduling and
how that would be impacted
was considered.
Pierson
stated, "Rather than lose the
entire class, the decision was
made to start class at 10."
Although the university
opened at 10 a.m., Pierson
wanted students, faculty and
staff to understand that "if
. tbey think they, are going to
be endangered by making
the trip to campus, then they
have to make a decision."

Pierson admitted the notice should have been sent
out in the first notification,
and said it will be clearer
next time if Tuesday and
Thursday classes are in question due to weather.
If there are any delays or
closings, check the Longwood University homepage
at www.longwood.edu for
updated information. All
information that is posted
concerning that day will be
posted no later than 6 a.m.

The General Assembly's Response to the Tragedy in Tucson

f

Lettner said in an e-mail, "As a result of the tragedy in Arizona,
all 140 members of the General Assembly and their staffs were sent
a letter from me on this matter along withjnformation previously
prepared by the Division of Capitol Police."
While there has been a lot of talk in Washington about members
of Congress receiving violent phone calls, messages, and letters at
their offices in the recent month, Lettner made it clear that there
have been no such occurrences for General Assembly members
in the opening days of this session. "There have been no credible
threats made against any of Virginia's state legislators during this
session of the General Assembly^ On whether or not there will be
added security at the General Assembly or for individual lawmakers, Lettner noted, "there have been nojequests for additional security by legislators during this session."
According to Lettner, the Division of Capitol Police currently
staffs 75 law enforcement officers, as well as security officials who
oversee as many as 40 buildings in the downtown Richmond area,
including the Capitol complex.

Update on 202 Bar & Grill:
Owner Confirms Opening Date
MAX DUCHAINE

Rotunda Show Co-Coordinator
T h e tentative opening
date in last week's Rotunda
was an unfortunate misprint.
It was originally reported that
Bar 202 (the Bar section of 202'
Bar & (¡rill) would be opening lues., March 1, when in
fact the actual tentative open
ing date was Tues., Feb. I. 1 his
misprint caused substantial
contusion and was brought to
my attention shortly after the
article ran.
February 1 has come and
gone, and the bar has yet to
open. Hpwever, a post by 202
Bar & (¡rill's official Facebook
page has indicated that it will
open this Ihurs., Feb. 3 at 3
p.m. Ibis information became
available at 7:30 p.m. yesterday.
David Carmichael, one ot
202 s owners, has also made
a statement regarding a comment made m last week's article, Ibis statement comes in
response to the quote from a
student that described Main St.
l anes bowling alley as "too far,

too cramped, and too smoky."
"While I can't say anything
about the distance, I would
like to comment on the other
comments: our entire bowling
area is smoke free and comprises over 17,000 square feet
of space. We separated our
bar area to comply with new
Virginia law regarding smoking rooms in Virginia. Thus,
our bar has smoking but it is
designed as a smoking room
separate from the bowling center. We are the (Ì.NI.Y business
in the Farmville area that installed the most modern fresh
air filtration system for our
smoking area, mis means that
while not perfect, it is as good
as an indoor smoking room can
be. We also set up the smoking
room so that it is impossible
for the smoke to enter tne main
area of the bowling center, giving customers outside of the
bar a smoke free experience. I
thought this information was
important so that the Longwood .community would not
think that the majority of the
facility had smoke in it."
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Lancer CA$H System Meant to Make Things Easier
have to use the system.
"I don't want to have to put money on a card to
add money to you account. The website has many be able to use campus printers," said senior Bryan
options, including allowing others to add money to Axson.
There have been complaints about students who
your card as a guest.
feel
"forced" to use the Lancer CA$H system against
The money rolls over semester-to-semester and
year-to-year. If you have more then a $5 balance, their will. Senior Victoria Layman said she thinks
ou can request your balance to be returned to you. Lancer CASH is a great option for printing but she
ou pay a small service fee and the check will be doesn't feel like it should be the only option. She
sent to your home address. Student Government feels like she should still have the choice to print,
Association (SGA) Vice President Brandon Fry and then go to the cashiering office and just pay for
said, for example, if you put $20 on today, it will the printing she owed.
"This curi
stay there until you graduate.
There are a large variety of locations that Lancer students
CASH can be used at on campus, Use it to pay for a and put money
new ID at the ID center, for campus dining services, students who end up paying for college themselves,
at any of the food location on campus, the Barnes & and have to be so frugal that they don't want to put
Noble Bookstore, Starbucks, the theatre box office, extra money that could go to waste on a card just
Willett gym, Greenwood Library, copiers, printing, to print a sheet of paper, if they don't have to," said
printing services,
vending machines, and when do- Layman.
in * — J —
«.
íe card can also be used off-campus at Charley's
One of the changes causing
Waterfront Café, CVS Pharmacy, Domino's Pizza,
McDonald's, Midtown Mailboxes, Papa John's Pizthe biggest concern is the fact
za, Perini's Pizza, Pino's, Sheetz, and Snoney's. Look
for the Longwood Post Office, the Campus Recrethat students must pay for
ation Center and Dairy Queen to be added to the
system soon. Sampier said using the card is a safe
printing at Greenwood Library
method because your picture is on the card, which
makes the process safer than paying with cash.
with the card."
One of tne changes causing tne biggest concern
is the fact that students must pay for printing at
Greenwood Library with the card. You have to have "It is nice to be able to print something out withmoney on the cara before you print in the library out worrying at the time how much it costs—I can
or in campus computer labs. If you have no money take of that later. If I have to create a Lancer CASH
and you attempt to print, the printer will deny your account, it is just one more thing to keep track of.
Imagine going to the library to print a term paper,
request.
Junior Alexa Oswald started a petition to bring only to find out you're fifty cents short. Then what?
back the option of paying for printing in ways other I can't print my paper? There is nothing convenient
than Lancer CASH. I started the petition because about tnat," said senior Misty Watkins. She suggestI didn't want to be forced into opening a Lancer ed that since the library has two printers, one could
CASH account. I have a debit card I can use every- be used for the Lancer CASH system and one can
where else, so I don't need it. I know other students be used for those who prefer to pay in the cashierfeel the same way. I have no issue with paying for ingoffice
The system is meant to make student life easier,
my printing fees in cashiering, and I feel we should
but the complaints are still being heard. Both SGA
have the payment option," said Oswald.
She wants the former option of paying to remain President Ben Brittain and Fry want to look into
as well as the option of using Lancer CASH. She is the issue more. Any complaints can be directed to
not the only student who feels like they should not the SGA.
Continued from Page 1
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Copeland Added to Presidential Cabinet
COREY M O R R I S

News Editor
A member of the Longwood
University
community
has
been added to President Patrick
Finnegan's presidential cabinet.
Kenneth Copeland, executive director of the Longwood University Real Estate Foundation, said
he was asked right before Winter
Break if he would consider being on the cabinet. He was then
invited on a cabinet retreat right
after the New Year and officially
announced as an addition to the
cabinet on January 9.
"I have been a direct report
to the president since I've been
here," said Copeland, who has
been at Longwood since 1996.
Copeland credited his selection
partly due to his work with property acquisition for the university. He said he hopes his knowledge in the field and with the
community can help him be an
intricate part of the cabinet.
Copeland said while he may
not be involved in some of the
more well-known departments
on campus, he said he believes
his perspective can be something
new to the cabinet. Copeland

said, "It was a little bit odd [to be
asked] because I am a university
employee but my day to day activity is working with a- separate
entity of the university" He
his Vantage point is sometimes
different because he is physically
"somewhat disconnected from
the inner workings of campus.
"I think the biggest difference
in the day-to-day operations of
the Real Estate Foundation is it's
not bound by some of the university's bindings," he said. In other
words, as Copeland described,
the Real Estate Foundation is not
constrained by some of the administration in government or
state procurement that the university is.
Still, even though Copeland
may be involved witn a different
sector of the university's composition, he made it clear the Foundation does nothing without the
"blessing of the university." He
also spoke of the importance of
the foundation to the growth
Longwood will experience over
the next 50 to 100 years. It's his
job and the job of the foundation to evaluate properties not
owned by Longwood to see if
such properties will be of value
for the campus. He said they keep

a particular interest in properties
that are strategic for university's
master plan.
Copeland said« "My background .
is to try to help business owner's
solve business-related problems."
He said this could involve anything from financial departments
all tne way to human resources.
"I think what I can bring is, as
state and higher education in the
state resources continue to be
strained, I hope my resources can
help us find a better way to do
something." He said he doesn't
have the exact answer, but hopes
his perspective will be able to assist in finding the most efficient
answer available to help make
decisions as a part of the cabinet.
Copeland, who is a certified
public accountant, is currently
teaching one class in the College of Business and Economics,
Accounting 240. It is his fourth
semester teaching at Longwood.
Copeland finished grad school in
2003 with a Master of Business
Administration (MBA) at Virginia Commonwealth University
in Richmond. He earned an undergraduate degree in 1989 from
Averett University in Danville.

SGA Addresses Concerns in Meeting
about them, as well as amp up their Facebook page.
Senator James Pine said the legislative committee
is working to promote the Higher Education Opbook
returns
for
full
topped
accepting
store also sto
price the Friday before the last add/drop day. Gen- portunity Act of 2011.
The first senate bill of the new semester was
eral complaints about lack of organization and issues witn
rith management at the location were also brought forth. This is to enforce the SGA attendance policy. There was a read through today, and
voiced.
During President Ben Brittain's Executive Re- the bill will De voted on next week.
Treasurer Mary Catherine Hoyt presented the
port he discussed the issues with the Lancer CASH
system. He said Vice President for Student Affairs Student Finance Committee (SFCj report. They alDr. Tim Pierson, Vice President of Information & located $734.20 to the Spanish Club Tor a Spanish
Instructional Technology Services Frank Moore, Language Film Festival. Judicial Board was alloLancerCard Manager Crissy Sampier, and two rep- cated $867.20 for the plane tickets for a conference
resentatives from tne library met to discuss the is- they will attend this coming week. SFC reallocated
sues. He said there isn't really anything we can do $4,465 from line items 1-6 and 8-17 to S.E.A.L for
right now, and his best advice is just to put some the Mountain Lake Leadership Conference for unmoney on the card now so you don't have to worry expected expenses. Another $2,172.51 was allocatabout it. See the article on the front page for more ea to S.E.A.L for the conference.
information about the system.
Budget packets are due to the SGA by FebruretxH
Brittain also reported
that Oliver Garland was ary 28. All clubs and organization need to make
elected as one of the vice chairman of Judicial sure they attend one of the mandatory meetings
Board. The spot became open when former Judicial over the course of the next weeks. There will be a
Board Chairman Nathan Cooke stepped down last meeting on February 3, 8, 14, and 16 at 8 p.m. in
semester and Nick Snead took his position. Haley the Amelia Room in the Student Union. There are
Morris was elected as the Judicial Board Represen- vacancies on Honor Board and Judicial Board, and
applications are due by February 7. Come to the
tative for the SGA.
Senator Keenan Crump spoke on behalf of Ac- next SGA meeting on February 8 at 3:45 p.m. in the
ademic Affairs. He said his committee plans to BC Rooms of the Student Union.
do some tabling in D-Hall so more people know
Continued from Page 1
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SPECIAL EGYPTIAN CONFLICT COVERAGE

Anti-Government Protests Continue in Egypt
CAIRO
RO, Egypt—Inspired by the recent successful revolution in
Tunisia
isia, thousands of anti-government demonstrators continue to
t, according to The Washingand secularists,
the protestors' frustrations stem from the country's rampant poverty, widespread corruption, and lack of political freedom. Demonstrations, which began in Cairo on Tues., Jan. 25, have steadily
grown in size, but also violence.
While the police initially showed restraint, skirmishes increased,
with scenes of officers firing water cannons and canisters of tear
gas at demonstrators continuing to flood the internet. Protesters have demanded the resignation of President Hosni Mubarak,
whose autocratic rule of the country as spanned nearly 30 years.
In a televised speech on Sat., Ian. 29, Mubarak announced his dismissal of the government, acknowledging the need for social, political, and economic reform, but refused to step down as he clings
to power.

Egypt Shuts Down Internet,
Bans Al-Jazeera
CAIRO, Egypt -As protests continued to rage on in Egypt, the
overnment turned off Internet access across the country early
ri., Jan. 28. Unlike countries like China that have extensive firewalls to censor certain undesirable portions of the Internet, the
government completely severed the nation's Internet connection
in an attempt to silence dissidents and block protestors from organizing. According to The Washington Post, Egypt is one of few
countries able to perform such a feat because of its strong central
control over Internet providers. On Sun., Jan. 30, Qatar-based Arabic news network Al-Jazeera announced that Egyptian authorities had ordered its Cairo headquarters to shutter operations. AlJazeera responded, calling the ban "an act designed to stifle and
repress the freedom of reporting by the network and its journalists." While other major networks are also reporting out of Egypt,
so far, their coverage of the protests has not matched the breadth
and spread of Al-Jazeera.

f

Obama Administration
Supportive of Protestors

;

WASHINGTON—Attempting to tread carefully with the events
unfolding in Egypt and tnroughout the Middle East, the Obama
administration on Sunday openly supported the pro-democracy
movement, said The Washington Post. President Obama called
for an "orderly transition" to a more democratic government in
Egypt; however the president stopped short of calling for the resignation of Mubarak. Secretary of State Hillary Clinton repeated tne
administration's stance on numerous television programs, saying
that "any new members of any government" need to take "concrete
steps toward democratic ana economic reform." Clinton stressed
that "we are not advocating any specific outcome," however, "it
needs to be done immediately, with a process that brings people
.
..
. . . . . .
..
,
e." The óbama

Looters Cause Trouble and Fear
Amid Riots
CAIRO
security
benefit'
_ jpermarkets, retail stores, and banks. Many neighborhoods organized their own security, signing up for rotating patrol shifts. Officials also expressed serious concern for Egyprs famous antique
artifacts and treasures. Cairo's premier Egyptian Museum was broken into on Sun., Jan. 30, by looters who ripped
of two
ipp< I the
I heads
I
iage< about 10 artifacts. Luckily, the museum,
mummies and damaged
ihamen, esc
escaped furwhich houses the zofd mask of King Tutankhamen,
jtian army secured the Egyptian Mu
ther damage. The Egyptian
Museum,
along with*several others later that day.

Egyptian Protests Sends Ripples
Across Region
CAIRO, Egypt—The current tension and unrest within Egypt
have sent snockwaves throughout the Middle East and beyond. In
Sudan, hundreds of people inspired by the events in Egypt and
Tunisia gathered inprotests in Khartoum, demanding the government step down. The Sudanese government responded harshly,
with police beating and arresting demonstrators. Numerous experts Wlieve that it is not a matter of if, but where and when, the
next major outbreak of unrest will be. Hilal Khashan, professor
of political science at the American University of Beirut told the
Washington Post that "This is going to be one big regional wave ...
After Egypt, wait a couple of days and you will see that the trend
is unstoppable." The effect the protests are having on the financial
markets is also of significant concern. Middle Eastern stock markets were sent plummeting after opening on Monday. Oil prices
" *up due
" to fears ot the
'* Suez Canal
£
were also pushed
shutting :dc
down.

News Briefs compiled by Ian Shih
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Staff Advisory Committee Hopes to Raise
There's A Bear
Scholarship Funds Through Calendar
in the Woods!
EDITORIAL

COREY M O R R I S

News Editor

JAMIE CLIFT

Features Editor
D o n ' t panic, Lonewood. There isn't reafiy
a ferocious woodland
mammal in our midst,
at least as far as I know,
there isn't. What I'm
talking about is a 1984
television commercial in
support of Ronald Reagans presidential campaign that presented the
following scenario.
"There is a bear in the
woods. For some people,
the bear is easy to see;
others do not see it all.
Some people say the bear
is tame; others say it's viFEATURES
cious and dangerous.
COLUMN
Since no one can really
be sure who's right, isnt
it smart to be as strong as the bear if there is a
bear?"
The commercial was obviously a metaphor;
the bear is the dangerous and threatening Soviet Union, and the commercial is saying that
Ronald Reajgan is prepared to handle it. Everyone knows now the Cold War went. The United
States was able to outlast the bear. But there are
so many ways to look at the bear scenario. What
• would you ao if there was a bear in the woods?
I asked that question to about a dozen people
after a political science class first introduced me
to the commercial, and I got some interesting
answers. It's easy to divide these people into two
groups based on the answers. Either they kill the
bear, or they don't.
"I'd run the other way," someone said, logically.
"I feel like that's what most people would do."
"I'd play dead!" said one. T d cry," said another.
One said, "I'd look at it, say hi, and walk away."
"I wouldn't kill the bear unless I was about to
die," said one friend. She had heard that wild
bears are being trained to stop attacking you if
you shout "No, Bear!" at them.
If someone decides not to shoot the bear,
they're allowing the potentially dangerous creature to inhabit a space near their home. Many

If someone decides not to shoot
the bear, they're allowing the potentially dangerous creature to
inhabit a space near their home
Many Americans wont tolerate a
bear in their neighborhood.
Americans won't tolerate a bear in their neighborhood. (There was once a bear sighting in
my hometown and every hunter in the county
scoured the woods for it for weeks.) The bear
could be tame, as the commercial says, but
can one really take that risk? What if the bear
decides to eat our small dogs or our children?
What if they rummage through the garbage or
steal our honey? It's really madness that a town
can't afford.
In light of all of the bear related risks, it's not
simply answered that
shocking that some people
p
ie bear, while others came
cam up
they would shoot the
witn creative ways to kill it.
One said, "I would get my dad to shoot it. I'm
not going to shoot itr It'd certainly be good to
have a hit man do the dirty work.
Of course, you could protect your family
without killing the bear. There are a lot of nonconventional ways to handle it. They make bear
mace, which you could carry for protection. Or,
perhaps, you could befriend the bear and together, this team of man and beast could intimidate
all of the other puny forest creatures and rule
them with an iron fist, or an iron paw. Every one
of these still works as part of the foreign policy
metaphor that the commercial establishes.
Politicians throughout the ages would have
said many different things as well. And those
answers would likely reflect their ideas on foreign policy.
Reagan, obviously, would have shot the bear, or
would at least have carried a very big gun. The
man once killed a rattlesnake by picking it up by
the tail and cracking it like a whip. Shooting a
bear wouldn't have been a problem for him.
Theodore Roosevelt was ruthless in foreign
policy. Hunting was one of his favorite past
times, he would have had no qualms about
shooting a bear, of course he may nave also decided to save the bear and established a national
park in the woods so people would leave it alone
and come to admire it in its natural splendor.
Sarah Palin would hunt the bear, with the
help of Reality TV star, Kate Gosselin, and then
make a rug out if it. "If you are unarmed and
you're out in the wilderness, well, you're putting
yourself and your family in danger," Palin said
in an episode of her reality show, "Sarah Palin's
Alaska. She also remarks on bears, "They could
think that we are their lunch instead of those
little tiny salmon."
So think about it: What would you do if there
was a bear in the woods? The answer really says
a lot about you.

T h e Longwood University Staff Advisory Committee (SAC) is helping you
plan your week, while you help them
raise money for their scholarship fund.
A Longwood University 2011 calendar,
produced by the SAC, hopes to raise
money for the SAC scholarship, given tQ
Longwood students, staff, ana this year,
dependents of staff members.
The project is fronted by calendar
subcommittee members Kelly Martin, sustainability coordinator; Tiffany
Dempsey, administrative and program
specialist for administration & finance;
and Jennifer Sawyer, executive secretary
for the president's office. Sawyer also
serves as the SAC's secretary.
Dempsey said the calenaar is a compilation of photographs from university
gatherings and events from the schools
history.
"It has a variety of current and historical photos," said Martin. Each month
has a largepicture with a smaller one in
the inset. The calendar also includes various academic and alumni event dates.
The February photo features a university
snow scene.
Martin said Tim Trent, director of
printing services, helped with the design, layout and printing of the calendar.
Dennis Sercombe, associate vice president for marketing & communications,
assisted in the calendar's production as
well.
Dempsey said of the calendar idea,

Bingo Night
Continued

BINGO...

Vice President Laura Beth Strieker
further assisted Abshire by answering questions, helping call bingo
numbers, and handing out prizes.
Abshire advertised the night
through a Facebook event, the Lancer Productions website, flyers, and
the university's general events list.
Abshire would appreciate any "feedback from the students as far as what
type of events they are looking for"
and said "we do it for the students
and I love to see them having a good
time."
Longwood senior Alaina Grantham
attended the gathering and, coming
away with a prize of two movies, was
available to comment on the event's
success. Grantham considered the
Bingo night to be Lancer Productions best event of the year and said,
"I was glad that Lancer Productions
did something fun, there were good
prizes and it was ever energetic. They
were
[also] very involved in making
r
the events enjoyable atmosphere]
appen." While Grantham was hard
pressed to find improvements to the
event, she suggested a slight increase
in advertising. She said she did not
know about tne event until 6:30 p.m.
that day.
As Lancer Productions heads into a
new semester of featured events, expect more satisfying programming
as the weeks go on. Welcome Back
Bingo, however, is scheduled to repeat for following semesters and alIcow more students into the glory and
anticipation of this classic game.

The group hopes that even though the
first month of the year is over, people
will still purchase a calendar to support
the scholarship fund.
Unlike many scholarships offered, the
SAC scholarship helps not only students
enrolled in classes, but staff members
who hope to take classes while working at tne university. Part of staff benems specifies staff members are allowed
to take one class per semester free of
charge at the university.
"This scholarship fund would help a
staff person pay for their books if they
had that class, said Martin. She said a
Unlike many scholarships
few staff members do not qualify for the
offered, the SAC scholarfree class because part of their salaries
ship helps not only students is partially grant-funded. "If you are one
enrolled in classes, but staff of those people, it helps because you
get financial assistance through this
members who hope to take can
scholarship to offset that."
classes while working at the
The scholarship application is not
university.
yet available, but will be on the website
within the next couple weeks, according
mpsey. A committee not associto Dempsey.
witn the SAC will go through the
ship is a new thing," said Martin. She ated wit
itions to decide who will receive
said the calendar is, "basically similar to applicat
what we did last year with the cookbook." tne scholarships. The amount of scholLast year, the SAC produced a cookbook arships awarded is dependent on the
entitled "A Taste of Longwood." Pro- amount of money raised through the
ceeds from the cookbook sales funded calendar proceeds.
scholarships for now junior Cayla CaTo purchase the calendar, which is
muñas and staff members Alyson Goff, $8, stop by Dempsey's office in Lanassistant director for annual giving; and caster 207, call 434-395-2016, or e-mail
April Godsey, administrative and office dempseyte@longwood.edu. Calendars
specialist for the College of Business and may also be mailed for an additional
Economics.
$4.95 for shipping.
Dempsey said the calendars were first
up for sale right before Winter Break.

"We had some suggestions from different people on campus." She said a few of
those people suggested a calendar and
she saw Radfora University had produced a calendar, so she felt the idea was
a good one.
Sawyer said coupons for Chick-fil-A
and Moe's Southwest Grill are included
in the calendar. The coupons can be used
at the Midtown Square location only.
"Coming up with ideas of something
to sell and raise money for the scholar-
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The Black Column
LATOYA M I L L E R AND R O B E R T A C O L L I E R

Rotunda

HHa

Reporters

I t is Black History M o n t h ! Have you
ever wondered why Black Histbry Month
is celebrated in the m o n t h of February?
According to Biography.com, "Hvery February, Americans celebrate Black History
M o n t h . I b i s tribute dates back to 1926 and
is credited to a Harvard scholar n a m e d
Carter G. W o o d s o n . Carter was the son of
f o r m e r slaves and decided to dedicate his
life to e n s u r i n g that black history was accurately d o c u m e n t e d and disseminated."
In an effort to bring national attention
to the contributions of Black Americans,
W o o d s o n organized the first annual Negro
History Week in 1926. He chose the second
week of February, in h o n o r of the birthdays
of pivotal black supporters Frederick D o u glass and Abraham Lincoln. He felt that
it was necessary to show appreciation and
to have s o m e t h i n g to give the next generation.
What is Black History Month? Black History M o n t h is ohserved in r e m e m b r a n c e of
important people a n d events in the history
of the African Diaspora. 'Ibe goal of Black

History Week was to educate blacks about
their cultural background, and instill in
them a sense of pride in their race.
In the U.S., Black History M o n t h is also
referred to as A f r i c a n - A m e r i c a n History
Month. Regardless, W o o d s o n was determ i n e d to make a change. W h o w o u l d v e
thought the change would've c o m e to pass?
A f r i c a n - A m e r i c a n a u t h o r Carter Woodson stated, "We should emphasize not Negro I listory, but the Negro in history. What
we need is not a history of selected races or
nations, but the history of the world void
of national bias, race hate, and religious
prejudice."
What does Black History Month mean
to you?
The Pi Mu chapter of Delta Sigma Theta
Sorority, Inc. have been holding Black History Wednesdays since the early 2000s. According to President Nicole Haskins, "It
is an o p p o r t u n i t y for us to recognize how
o u r ancestors paved the way". Nicole believes it is important to "never forget history and its" significance. In addition, she
believes, "Black History Wednesdays m a k e
it evident that black people are still m a k i n g
a difference." She wants this m o n t h to be

an o p p o r t u n i t y for not only A f r i c a n - A m e r icans to be recognized, so she stresses the
i m p o r t a n c e of people "uplifting other minorities as well.
Today, February 2, in Chichester Auditorium at 5:13 p.m., the Pi Mu C h a p t e r willbe hosting a f o r u m on m o d e r n - d a y racism. O n February 9 in the Student U n i o n
Café at 7:13 p.m., the Pi Mu C h a p t e r will
have an O p e n Mic night. O n February 16
in Willet G y m n a s i u m at 7 p.m., the chapter will facilitate a Greek Basketball game.
O n February 23, the chapter will be taking
15 students to the Holocaust M u s e u m in
R i c h m o n d Virginia.
For more information on these events,
contact a m e m b e r of the Pi Mu chapter or
go to the Black History Wednesdays event
on Facebook.
If you have any ideas or c o m m e n t s that
you would like to see in 'Ihe Black C o l u m n ,
please e-mail us at theblackcolumn@gmail.
com
'I hanks,
LaToya and Roberta
Editors of The Black C o l u m n

Internships Abroad Gaining Interest and Popularity
SEMIEN WASHINGTON

Asst. Features Editor

•«

O n Thurs., Jan. 27, an Internship Abroad Information Session was held
in Dorrill Dining Hall's Lee Grand Dining Hall Annex from 12:30-1:30
p.m. The event was co-hosted by the Office of International Affairs and
the Academic & Career Advising Center (ACAC). Tammen Nicholson, a
representative from CIS Abroad, was also present. The information session served visiting students with information from presenting organization CIS abroad, Semester at Sea, and The Washington Center. An informative sheet including considerations while conducting research, "How
internships work at Longwood," an Organizations/Providers list, and extra
resources were also available for students.
After the information session had ended, Assistant Director of the ACAC
Sarah Hobgood was available to explain the materials outlined at the interning abroad session. The first consideration Hobgood discussed was the
option of a paid or unpaid internship. Explaining that this and other points
outlined in the session were important for both home-based and abroad
opportunities, Hobgood stressed personally determining the importance
of either paid or unpaid positions. This distinction will be important for
students taking internships during the summer and using them to supplement income or trying to sort through opportunities for paying providers.

Attend our open house for your chance to
win FREE CABLE/INTERNET for the year!

The process by which an internship
is obtained from a provider is also an
important consideration for students.
Is the provider going to send inquiring
students a list of positions that is replied
to with a resume or is student placed
in a position? Hobgood explained that
such as CIS ask for a cover
{jroviders
etter, resume, interest area, and statement of purpose. Then they can place
an applicant with the appropriate company or organization.
Evaluating what skills and experiences are gained in an internship can
help with interviews in which the prior
internship comes up. In this way, the internship may really pay off as not only a
resume addition but a tactile and useable resource.
The final and comparatively important internship choice for students is
whether or not they will complete an
internship during an academic semester or the summer. If an internship is
found during either the fall or spring
semesters, a nearby university can possibly be attended to complete general
education credits.
There are very specific procedures at
Longwood University for taking opportunities interconnected to the considerations in doing an internship. The main
lure of internships often comes with
the school's required General Education Goal 15. While calling for internship experience, Goal 15 is granted by
department and needs the involvement
of a faculty advisor to provide guidance with registration, forms, possible
journals, anapapers that may need to
De completed at the internship's end.
Providers and organizations such as
Longwood's CareerConnect database,
CIS Abroad, The Washington Center,

Semester at Sea, George Mason University: Center for Global Education,
Directory of International Internships,
CAPA Internships Abroad, Council
on International Education Exchange
(Teaching in Spain), HE Passport, and
StudyAbroad.com Intern were listed in
the session's information. StudyAbroad.
com was particularly stated to provide
accounts from previous internship takers. This added tool to preview the experience should prove beneficial to students.
Hobgood explained that the number
of students who take abroad internships
varies. She gave a tentative estimate of a
handful of students a year, with possibly
more from education majors who take
the option of teaching overseas. The
event was actually sparked by an increasing number of interested students
asking specifically about abroad internships. A number of companies that specialize in abroad interning opportunities also contact the school through the
Office of International Affairs ana a Fall
Study Abroad Fair.
Further interest in internships may
stem from requirements on tne 400
level in either major or minor studies.
For more resources on interning abroad
and get assistance with one's research,
students are encouraged to visit the Office of International Affairs.
.Whether for experience, added prestige to a resume, or simple exploration,
interning abroad proves usefill to the
common student. However, it should be
remembered that the resources are not
always going to appear at one's doorstep, but are always within reach. The
journey of a thousand miles begins in
sight of your dorm room.

Wftlk2CampusProperties
www.walk2campus.com
408 High Street

OPEN HOUSE
FEBRUARY 5 , 1 - 3 PM

A number of companies
that
specialize
in abroad Interning
opportunities
also
contact
the school through
the Office
of International
Affairs and a Fall Study
Abroad Fair."
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LU Student Part of Paralympic Soccer Team
runner. "We didn't aualify for Beijing,"
Creasey said. But alter a recent second
place finish in Argentina, for which Creasey
was not present, things are really looking
up for the team. They have been invited
to Holland due to their accomplishments
in Argentina, where they defeated teams

JAMIE CLIFT

Features Editor

T h e r e are many interesting and talented people among Longwood's student body. Nicholaus "Nick" Creasey is
an excellent example. Creasey has been
a member of the United States National
"The Paralympics are held in the
Men's Paralvmpic Soccer Team since De
cember 2008, and he might be coi
same year as tne Olympics and in
in an upcoming tournament in Hollanc
the same city.
This weekena, Creasey will go to California in order to participate in one of the
team's camps, which are held monthly in from Canada, Argentina, and others. "The
order to keep players in shape and improve . only one we lost to was Brazil," he said.
Creasev is optimistic about the team's
team dynamics. He has only missed one
during his time with the team. Athletes future, "we should be within the top six
are chosen from across the country to at- or seven," Creasey says. The team is curtend these camps, and out of those, only a rently ranked nintn, and a higher ranking
few are chosen to compete in the games. will nelp them make it to London in 2012.
While at Longwood, Creasey has reWithin the past few years, America's
Men's Soccer team hasn't been a front- ceived personal attention from John

Hark and Women's Assistant Soccer
Coach Steve Brdarski. "Due to their
mentoring, I've definitely improved
in little areas that needed tweaking."
"We are definitely considered athletes,
but academics come first," he said. "We
together whenever we can." Many of
members of the team are college students,
like Creasev, and some are as young as 16.
He added tnat many of his professors have
been veiy understanding of his situation;
the monthly camps mean a lot of traveling.
It's obvious that Creasey has a passion
for what he does. "I've been playing soccer forever," he explains. He oegan playing at a very young age, ana despite
taking a break from it during middle
school, he returned to the sport in high
school as both a player ana a referee.
"It's fun; this is definitely the life,"
Creasey said. Not only has he traveled
around the world to places like Great Brit-

ain, for what was the biggest same he has
competed in, and Holland, which he has
visited twice, to do what he loves, he is
sponsored by US Soccer and Nike. "It's
aefinitely a dream come true," he said.
The Paralympics are held in the same
year as the Olympics and in the same
city. Creasey explained that basically, as
soon as the Olympic ceremonies close,
the Paralympics begin. The games are
for athletes with varying disabilities, but
the true focus .of the games is on their
incredible degree of athletic accomplishment, and not on their disabilities.
For more information on the Paralympics, visit www.paralympic.org, or
you can visit the Facebook page of the
US Men's Paralympic Soccer Team,
which has well over a thousand fans.
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Rotunda Reporter
F o r this week's Money Matters Monday I want to uncover one of the biggest dilemmas in
a new marriage - Should a married couple have a joint account, separate accounts, or both?
""Warning I am not married and am therefore not attempting to give

But it doesn't quite work that way. It's actually very difficult to merge two individuals even
ir»i—J— i — i*n— — . . . . . . . a n j dumb you think love can conquer all and solve
t w o Dienaers, t w o I v s a n u IWU UOJIK ANVUIU». AIIU YUU U PIUUOUIY « I U w
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The third choice is not one that I recommend for a
healthy marriage, but I had to mention it. You could
always have a joint account with your spouse and
have your own secret stash somewhere that they don't
know about. Money is a touchy subject though and is
often at the root of most divorces so do not opt for this
choice! Having your own secret stash could t>e handy
when you want something that doesn't necessarily fit
into the "household budget," but just remember that
secrets always come out. What's done in the dark will
come to the light. When your spouse wonders where
you got the money for that new flat screen TV or those
new Louboutins you'll have some explaining to do!
Financial guru Suze Orman suggests tnat new
couples keep everything separate until they clear
up the debt they brought into the relationship. New
couples often have school loans, credit card debt, and
many more financial woes after spending thousands on a wedding. Take some time to
ut a dent in your individual debt and then once you become what Orman calls "more
nanciaUy intimate" with each other, then maybe you can put all your gold in one pot.
(Financially intimate = get to know how they manage money, their spending habits, etc.)
Whatever you decide, the important thing is that you remember to communicate. You've

whose is better and whether to keep both or pick one. But when it comes to finances should
we merge our money? There are three different approaches you can take to marriage and
money. You can get a joint account, maintain your separate accounts, or keep a secret stash!
Ideally speaking, once you put those rings on, there should be no more "I" and everything
should become we." Having separate accounts suggests that you are still individuals and
not in the marriage together. If you're going to share your life together, you should be able to
share a bank account and manage your funds together. Besides, when you get married you
veiomt
exp
have
joint
expenses
(like rent anc
id stuff for the kids) soyou might as well have a joint account.
f
Though
iough fI am always a fan of joint accounts, it makes me a little nervous to say
throw
row it all in the pot.
pot When yyou
c Hhear
M Hthose
H stories about romances gone
J
wrong and
for joint expenses
y;
women being thrown out on tne street without a dime to their name.... Kind of makes .¡I you use the joint jmmmmm)i
you think twice! Even though marriage is supposed to be "happily ever after," in the a certain amount to go towards your separate accounts for personal splurges like haircuts
nents. Just fina a financial plan that works and try not to fight about it!
oack of your mind sometimes you have to think about the what ifs. What if he goes and nail appointments
crazy and leaves me after I've invested all my time, money, and child-bearing hips?
For help managing your funds (joint or separate) check out www.mint.com, the free
What if she changes after we get married? What if this just doesn't work out? I hate
way to manage all of your financial accounts!
to plan for the divorce while planning for the wedding, but if you keep your money
separate from the beginning it does make things easier if you do have to plan for the
what ifs. But if you decide to both have separate accounts at least it keeps things fair.
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Dentine's Student Value Menu

11TCT17.99!
SMALL ONI T O P H M M R A AND A COKE

MfMUM TWO IWWNC MlTA

U M I ONE TOmNC MITA

f r e e 2 liter Ccfce

Product wttfc any $10 purchase!
Mega Sunday—Any pizza, any size, any
toppings fust $9.99!
Follow your pizza with the Domino's
pizza tracker!
Open late, late late! Mon—Thurs 2 AM,
Fri & Sat 3 AM, Sun 1 AM
Dominos now accepts Lancer Cash!
Order online at www.dominos.com
Customer pays appropriate tax and
delivery charges.

CIIKKEN AND WINCf
ANY TWO BREAD?
XL ONE T O m M JIWT $9.99
Farmville
2010 S. Main St.
(434)392-3000
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Have You Said 'I Love You' Recently?
N I C O L E DALES

Editor-in-Chief

I watched "Ladder 49" this weekend.
It's one of my favorite movies, but it's also
one of the worst movies I can watch. My
brother is a firefighter, and this is an almost sure way to guarantee I will have
nightmares about him dying. It's a horrible
repetitive dream I have. My mom says it's
because his health and well-being is something out of my control. But wnenever I
have the dream, I have the urge to call him
and tell him how much I love him. How
much he means to mean. But I hardly ever
do that. Even though it is the truth, it can
be uncomfortable to share emotions like
that without some sort of reason.
Think about in your own life. How often
do you randomly tell someone what he or
she really means to you? When you start
getting all gushy and emotional, people
tend to think there is something wrong
with you. They look at you funny, or think
you are being over sensitive. I'm not really
sure why it's like that, but I can see it.
I tell my mom and dad I love them,
but other tnan their birthday cards and
Christmas cards, I don't get a chance to
express everything I want to express to
them. If I called my parents up right now
and started rambling about how much I
love them and appreciate them and need
them, it would be weird. I don't do that
sort of thing, so I would expect it to cause
more concern then convey my message. I
hope they know that at the end of the day
there are not people in this world I love

more than them, but I also need to make
more of an effort to actually show that.
Sometimes it's uncomfortable, and sometimes I just completely forget. I know that's
bad to say but that's the truth and I feel
like this is the time to be honest. The staff
on The Rotunda works so hard. They bust
their butts doing a job that is demanding
with little to no recognition, and while
they really get no compensation, they still
come back every week, ready to work just
as hard as the week before. They put together a beautiful paper every week, but I
forget to tell them because I get caught up
on the bad parts.
I'm so busy asking about deadlines and
pictures and content, and getting frustrated because one story didn t come together
or getting disappointed because I notice a
huge mistake on the third page, because
I forget to step back and look at the end
product. I forget to tell them that they did
an amazing joo, that they should be proud,
that all their hard work means something.
So often we wait until it's too late, or almost too late, to say the things we meant
to say. I can't tell you how many teachers
and professors have slipped by without
hearing my thanks. How many of them
helpedme pass the class, figure out my
passion, or gave me the confidence to succeed. So many of them contributed to who
I am today, and most of them don't have a
clue because I never said thanks.
Lauren, AJ, and Tim all worked for the
paper my freshman year. They taught me a
lot about The Rotunda, about Longwood,
about life. My college experience would be
so different if they nad not been a part of

Rotunda Open
House

• When: Wednesday, February, 16
• 7:00-9:00 p.m.
: Where: TBD
OÜ£
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it, but I never said that to them while they
were here. I wrote them letters instead after their graduation. I waited until after
they left to share my gratitude.
I had a friend name Deniz in high school.
She helped me through my junior year, a
time in which I really needed a friend. She
helped me all the way through graduation,
ana she was a friend I leaned on while I
adjusted to Longwood. We talk occasionally, but mostly we have lost touch. I
haven't told her how she helped me, how
thankful I am she came along. I was so
concentrated on trying to establish a life
here; I let her friendship slip away.
Why am I using my editorial to take this
trip down memory lane? I am hoping that
someone will read this, realize the same
thing I did, and do something about it.
Call someone. Send a text. Write a letter
or e-mail. It's not too late to tell someone
how you. feel. And an occasion isn't necessary.
Seniors—Don't wait until graduation
day to turn to your friends and tell them
everything from the last four years. Start
working today to build ties that will last
well into the summer and on into your
lives.
Freshman—When was the last time you
spoke to your friends from high school? If
you want to let go of that life, that's fine.
But if not, don't let them disappear into
the shadows of a memory.
My friend, who happens to be the Assistant Business Manager of The Rotunda,
Amanda, has this quote written on a mirror in her room. It says something about
not fearing death but fearing the unlived

life. This advice is something I reflect on
frequently, and advice I wanted to share
with all ofyou. Sometimes your life might
feel out of control. Too much to handle.
You might feel that there is no way to make
yourself feel better. That may be true, but
we all have the power to make things a
little bit better for someone else.
It's a chain reaction. Look at the two-dozen of us on The Rotunda editorial board. If
each of us tried to improve our own life,
cheer ourselves up, make ourselves feel
worth that would be an endeavor that
would not last long. If each of us turned
to someone else on the staff, however, and
showered them with praise, then eventually everyone's moods and spirits would
be lifted. It would be extremely successful and it would not even mean that much
work for anyone. All we have to do is say
the truth. How much easier could it get?
That's my encouragement to everyone
this week. Pick someone, and tell them
what you haven't told them recently. Remind the people you love that you love
them. Remind the people who have helped
you along the way what they have done. If
your life is better because someone is in it,
make sure they know that. I had the privilege of using this editorial space to share
my words, and I invite anyone else who
wants to do the same to do so. We have a
section in our paper called "Community
Submission" and since this is your paper,
take advantage of that opportunity an<fevery other opportunity you see. Words are
one of the most powerful tools we have.
Put your words to good use.

Honor Board and Judicial Board
Accepting Applications until Mon., Feb. 7 for two vacancies on each board. Contact Judicial Board Chair Nicholas
Snead at nicholas.snead@live.longwood.edu or Honor
Board Chair Allison Smith at allison.smith2@live.longwood.edu for more information. Applications are due to
the Office of Honor and Judicial Programs in Lancaster
G28D on February 7 by 5:00 p.m.
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• Why: Interested in contributing to the campus coml munity? Like writing articles or taking photos? Want
• to be a part of a close knit organization:
•

I If so, please attend our open house. For updated in; formation please check out our facebook and twitter
• pages, as well as future issues of The Rotunda.
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Box 2901
Longwood University
Farmville, VA 23909
Editor-in-Chief
Business Managers
Rotunda Show Coordinators
Copy Editors

Layout Editors
News Editors
Features Editors
A&E Editors
Sports Editor
Online Administrators
Photo Editors
Advertising Managers
Office Administrator
Faculty Adviser
To Contact Editor-in-Chief
To Contact the Business Department
To Submit Stories
For General Inquiries

Phone: 434-395-2120

Nicole Dales
Meagan Burkett
Amanda Mungo
Megan Kozich
Max Duchaine
Laura Beth Strieker
Becca Lundberg
Chelsea Putland
Sarah Schmader
Michelle Moodhe
Corey Morris
Ian Shih
Jamie Gift
Semein Washington
Katie Reilly
Ben Maitland
Hannah Lawrence
Katlyn Norman
Matt Orben
Crissy Field
Tamika Sayles
Katie Gatzke
Jeff Halliday
rotundaeditor@gmail. com
rotundabusiness@gmail. com
rotundastoriest&gmail. com
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+ Visiting alumni
+ Puffs with lotion
+ Camerata Singers
+ Nice weekend weather
+ The Halliday family
+ Bugles

Drops to:

- Overplayed songs
- Rain not being snow
- Being homesick
- Flat soda
- Dishes not getting cleaned
- Icy roads
Add The Rotunda on Facebook or follow us on Twitter
at Longwood Rotunda for
updates and breaking news!

Rotunda Editorial Policy:
Editorials, Letters to the Editor, and/or Online Comments arc viewed by The Rotunda Editorial Board before publication. All are encouraged and become property of The Rotunda
upon reception. Submissions from anonymous sources may be printed Math approval of the
editorial board after analysis. Letters or comments that distastefully attack individuals or organizations or use excessive inappropriate language will not be printed. Determinations are
made solely by The Rotunda editorial staff and faculty advisees).
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Sold Out in Less
Than 60 Seconds

Rite to

Exorcise

KATIE REILLY

A&E Editor
T o d a y I bought Taylor Swift
tickets. These said tickets were
not supposed to go on sale until later on next month, the 4th
of February to be exact. So the
question now is how was I able
to purchase them? Because
I have an American Express
credit card. Not only was I alA&E
lowed to buy them in advance,
five days in advance, but I was COLUMN
able to buy six of them. At 12:02
p.m., I pressed the purchase button ana even then I was beyond
the orchestra pit. It cost me $100 dollars pe
to still be that far away from the stage. Fifteen of
that $100 dollars went towards a processing fee. I
had to pay for them to allow me to wait five minutes as the computer went through a crazy race
against the rest of the world to pullup the next six
available seats for a concert that was only now in
the pre-sale ticket stage.
Six hundred dollars later I had what I wanted,
but as I sat there staring at the computer screen, I
had to question why it was all so hard. At the end
I wanted to try ana see how much my crazy race
had saved me. I asked for the same amount of tickets in the best possible seating readily available. I
then pressed continue. A waiting screen was what
met my eyes. I had a 23 minute long wait before
they would even allow me the opportunity to purchase the tickets. That was five minutes after the
time thirty
me bac!
CK
M
_iad just left, saying that my attempt
had failed. I was relieved that I had panicked and
rushed, but I was also annoyed. Wny did I have
to stress out for two hours before the venue even
opened? Why did I have to type furiously with my
heart pounding as I raced against time? Shouldn t
seeing the artists that enliven our lives, change
them, make them better, be simpler and less expensive? I think that it should.
Why does it cost so much to buy a ticket? The

"By the time thirty minutes had
passed the website pushed me
back to the screen I had just
left, saying that my attempt had
failed."
size of the theatre alone, multiplied by between
$70-$ 100 dollars per seat would bring in millions.
Add to that the parking fee that they charge, the
mass amount of food, drink, and concert paraphernalia would bring in an additional handml of
cash. And the reason that they charge this much is
simply because they can. They try to suck as much
money from the situation as humanly possible, applying hidden fees to something that is already incredibly expensive. T-shirts are $30 dollars a pop,
sometimes more depending on who is playing. I'm
surprised they dont charge you to use tne Bathrooms.
I paid that much money for seats I wasn't even
allowed to choose. I took what was handed to me
because that was my only option. In fact, I didn't
even have time to call any of my friends and make
sure that $100 dollars for a ticket was okay by
them because in the bottom right-hand corner my
countdown of two minutes was coming to an ena.
I understand their reasoning behind a countdown;
they want to keep seats available for those who are
purchasing tickets, but the countdown is only added pressure to an already stressful situation. I don't
like being timed, especially when they are going
to take $15 dollars of my money to 'process my
purchase. If I'm paying them to process my ticket
they should at least allow me the time to evaluate
the ticket I'm purchasing.
I'm a college student and I'm not made out of
money, but apparently I'm supposed to be in order
to purchase tickets. Tne purchase of all the tickets
has to be on one card. In this case, a nearly $600
dollar charge was made to my card, something
that I had to prepare myself for. I had to buy all
the tickets together because that was the only way
we would all get seats together. They should make
purchasing tickets easier on everyone and allow
more than one credit card to purchase, thus allowing friends to buy tickets together without killing
offone friend's bank account.
Going to see someone in concert is an amazing experience, and one that I am more than willing to pay to see. My issue rests in how difficult
and excessively expensive they make it. I shouldn't
have to worry about the possibility of getting in
the nose-bleed section when I'm supposed to be
getting a pre-sale. I shouldn't have to pay fifteen
dollars for them to press an approve button that
allows my purchase to go through. But I did, and
I will, and they will forever continue to charge a
ridiculous amount for ridiculous things. At least,
in the end, I can rest easy knowing I'm not the only
one that suffers while they roll in the dough.
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A M I R MOSELEY

Rotunda Staff Writer

T H e American obsession with the
supernatural has been around since
the Founding Fathers. The Salem
Witch Trials are the biggest historical
example of the fear around possession.
It is evident by the number of ghost
shows and scary movies based around
the idea of "evil" that our culture
loves mystery and ambiguity applied
to our spirituality. Tons of movies
have been made centered around this
fear, and "The Rite" is no exception.
Although few modern movies can
beat the original "The Exorcist" of
1973, "The Rite" is a decent 21st
century version of an over-used idea.
Centered in The Vatican, "The Rite"
is the tale of Michael Kovaks (Colin
O'Donohgue) battle to find faith. Kovak
rows up as a mortician's son. Periodic
ashbacks show his battle with faith
throughout his life. Desiring to leave
the family practice, Michael goes to
seminary school. While attending this
school, ne is given the opportunity
to travel to Vatican City so that he
can learn the ways of an exorcist.
While there, he meets Father Lucas
Trevant (Anthony Hopkins), an
old, unorthodox exorcist with little
apparent rhyme or reason. Michael
follows Father Lucas on multiple
exorcisms, yet remains skeptical to the
existence of a god or devil. Michael
points to psychology and medicine
as solutions for the problem he sees.
Father Lucas mentors Michael and
slowly begins to show symptoms of
the very evil that he tries to fight.
Michael faces the dilemma of having
a large lack of faith several times in
in the movie, but the pivotal point
is when he discovers that one must
have sincere faith in order to exorcise
demons. Michael is assisted on his
journey to God by Angelina (Alice
Braga), an Italian journalist seeking
the truth about exorcism. They become
good friends and foils throughout
the film, yet Michael must remain
celibate due to the priesthood, so there

S

is never any "fling" between them.
"The Rite has decent acting from
the younger stars, and Hopkins does
a great job of truly capturing an old,
unorthodox Welsh exorcist. Some
scenes contajft, mild gore, and most
tend to incomprate a scare centered
on surprise. Dò not worry if you are
squeamish, nothing in this movie will
make you light-neaded or queasy.
The plot in "The Rite" is pretty
cliché and linear, not leaving mucn
room for twists or surprises. Sadly,
most movies these days are cliché, but
that does not mean that they are not
worth watching. "The Rite" speaks on
more than just exorcism. It speaks on

ULack
Swan

Meanwhile, she launches into
a complex and competitive
relationship with her company's
fiery, worldly newcomer Lily
(Kunis).
Gradually,
Nina
develops a massive psychological
breakdown due to her severe
habits, unhealthy relationships,
and obsession with becoming
SEMEIN WASHINGTON
the
Black
Swan. Unsupported, Nina's selfAsst. Features Editor
injury and tragic fall conclude the film.
At his best,
FromdirectorDarren Aronofsky,"Black
Swan" stars Natalie Portman, Vincent Aronofsky paints
under
Cassel and Mila Kunis in one of the year s characters
duress
of
their
most highly-rated psychological dramas.
own
making.
From
In the wakeof"1he Wrestler, Aronofsky's
2008 critical success, "Black Swan" acts as his earlier work
a companion piece: highlighting another "Requiem for a
performance art with its own audience, Dream" to his later
setting, skills and debilitating stressors. films "The Fountain"
The main character Nina (Portman) and "The Wrestler,"
is
is an ambitious, controlled and Aronofsky
anything
but
light-hearted.
He uses
dedicated ballerina who labors under
bold
colors
and
nis
figures
are
hurting
her prestigious New York company and
people
who
achieve
pyrrhic
victories.
its Machiavellian _ _
It may be true that Nina is nothing
d i r e c t o r ,
like "Requiem's" escapist addicts,
Thomas Leroy
"The
Fountain's" grieving protector,
( C a s s e l ) .
fc
or
"The Wrestler's" Durnt out
Confronted by
Robin Ramzinski, but she still
Thomas'
new
has to wake up in her pretty pink
rendition
of
bedroom
and be something for
"Swan
Lake"
someone
else.
Even though it
that fuses black
is what breaks her, she becomes
and
white
the individual that the previously
swans in one
mentioned
characters always were:
performance,
f
a
trait
essential
for the seauctively
Nina
molds
[ feminine Black Swan. Before this
her personality 3
< point, Nina has to take on other's
to reflect botn.
identities and does so i la imaginary
However, Nina's
sex
or the theft of small valuables. The
virginal life under
Black Swan lets her kill off vestiges
an
overbearing
of others she's internalized, but tne
mother
(Barbara
last thing keeping her from the role
Hershey)
makes
happens
to be so dose that she misses
becoming the Black
the
mark
and ends up bleeding.
Swan
difficult.
Aronofsky also returns to visual
surrealism with
strength
comparable
to
'•'> "Requiem
for
•HH a
Dream"
and

t

Photo Courtesy: oninamovteshut.com

faith,
ethics,
family,
and
lifelong
challenges.
There are several references to old
Christianity and even writers that can
help with the movie, but are not essential
to understanding the plot. One example
is the names. The Archangel Michael
was the original exorcist in biblical
days. These references are a part of a
larger, subtle foundation necessary for
a movie about Christianity. Do not feel
bad if you miss one, the plot is straight
forward enough for all audiences alike
to understand the movie without
directly understanding the references.
On a scale of one to ten, I
would rate this movie a six.
dramatics that outweigh "The Fountain."
Yet he goes further to downgrade and
simplify with strong reds that manifest
blood, whites and Dlacks that scream
opposition and the sheer power of
locomotive muscles. With these essential
skills, he reverts his own dich£s to
work momentarily and succeeds
in making intermittent brilliance.
The weaknesses of "Black Swan" are
a result of what makes its strengths:
Aronofsky's
enthusiasm. He
wants to make
an epic and
waxes blandly
symbolic witn
a black-clothed
P o r t m a n

passing
a
white-clothed
Photo Courtesy: indiegeniuprod.com " Portman
and
the
stylized
black
wings tattooed on Lily. The audience
comprehends. Big hammers fly like Thor
threw them and, yes, they break mirrors.
Yet, at the same time, he should be
applauded for efficiently using sex
where it may be squandered. Thomas'
slightly slimy fondling and Lily's
illusionary tongue aren't out of place.
Portman, Hersey, Cassel, and Kunis
join the expansive cast in near-seamless
acting that is highlighted by Portman's
believable wide-eyed innocence, drugged
liberation,
ana
sometimes-radical
malevolence. A particularly satisfying
scene has her reduce Cassel's Thomas to
a boy of twelve while in full Black Swan.
It is true that every other character is
vasdy secondary to the viewpoint of
Portman's Nina, but their masterful
integration as a part of her is hard to miss.
Overall, Aronofsky delivers well and
his cast superbly embellishes him. For all
fans of this artistically gifted director or
the particular skills of Portman, "Black
Swan" is a definite recommendation.
It is also recommended to ballet fans
that may see their medium twisted
in an interesting, respectful way.
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Surprises, Shootouts, and Smooches on 'Castle*
LAURA B E T H STRICKER

Copy Editor
S o I knew going into last week's "(Castle"
(the episode titled "Knockdown"), there
was going to be new information about
Beckett's mother's murder case. What I
wasn't prepared for, however, was the lead
investigator on the old case being gunned
down.
The case happened 12 years prior when
Beckett and Castle went to meet John Raglan at a coffee shop. He wanted to come
clean about his past before he died. He
asked for no cops, so she brines Castle
along. Just as hes about to reveal new information, a shot rings out and he's dead,
hit in the chest.
Beckett takes over the case after much
convincing. The investigation leads them
to one of Raglan's academy buddies, Gary
McCallister, who shows them the way toward drug dealer Vulcan Simmons. Connection? Beckett's mom led a community
group with the goal of shutting down the
drug trade in Simmons' old territory. Did
Raglan cover something up?
Simmons is a snake, who gets to Beckett
so much that she rams his head into the interrogation room mirror. Talk about emotions, and girl power! However, that action
costs her tne case. Mont;
Montgomery kicks her
off and has Esposito
and Rvan
Ryan take over.
sp
They actually don't want the assignment.
but there is no other option. Castle's off
too, with Montgomery fearing he'll play
Nancy Drew.
One of the key lines for Castle in this episode: "It's not about the books anymore."
He is devoted to Beckett and the investigations. Beckett continues the investigation,
unofficially, and not one person knows
about it. Except for Castle.
Esposito and Ryan ID the guy who shot

Raglan. The sniper's name is Hal Lockwood. No criminal record, but anti-anxiety pUls are discovered in his apartment.
Snipers use these pills to slow down their
heart rates when they shoot, apparently.
And Lockwood has been tailing Beckett.
Sounds like trouble.
For her own safety, Beckett wants Castle
to stay away. Castle says not a chance. He
knows that in addition to Beckett's mom,
an undercover FBI agent was murdered in
the same alley. There are mafia and mob
ties to the place.
They bring in mob enforcer Joe Pulgatti, who was arrested by Raglin way back
when. He says, "There's nothing more
dangerous out there than a killer with a
badge." Grievances against the police and
FBI much, Pulgatti?
At the time, professional kidnappers
were hired to take members of the existing five mafia families. Beckett's mom answered a plea from Pulgatti to look into the
case; then she winds up murdered. Even
worse, Beckett discovers that Raglin and at
least two other cops had been kidnapping
mobsters for ransom. McCallister, Raglins
old pal, was also involved, but claims that
someone else ordered the hits. And they
weren't a cop.
A street dealer says it's a Brooklyn woman named Jolene. Two women fit her description; one turns up dead.
When Ryan and Esposito hunt for the
second Jolene, they're ambushed by Lockwood. And he doesn't have easy orders:
They talk, he'll kill them. If not, he'll torture them.
Meanwhile, Castle and Beckett find Lockwood's location. To distract the lookout,
they role-play drunken lovers. Castle gives
Beckett a long, passionate kiss (Woonoo!
Finally!!!). Can we say amazing on a number of levels? Yup. Beckett knocks out the

thug in the process, and Castle refers to
it later as "amazing," but I don't think it
was Beckett knocking out the thug (wink
wink).
Suddenly, a number of shots ring out
where Ryan and Esposito are being neld.
Beckett takes down one gunman, out is
caught in Lockwood's scope. Castle, in the
ickof time, jumps him from behind benic
fore he can shoot. Beckett now knows that

Hal Lockwood is an alias, and she vows to
find out the truths: who this guv is, who
hired him, and who had her motner murdered.
The January 31 episode, according to abc.
go.com, appears to be a re-run. Bummer!
But hopenflly the February 7, and especially February 14, will be new and steamy.
"Castle" airs at its usual time, Mondays at
10 p.m.

My Beautiful Dark Twisted Nightmare
IAN SHIH

Asst. News Editor
T h e state of hip-hop had me a little worried during the last decade. Fine,
it actually had me quite distraught. Not to bash on anyone's favorite acts, but
for awhile there it seemed that the likes of LIT Jon, the Ying-Yang Twins, and
a few other circus acts were going to sink hip-hop into a bottomless abyss of
unimaginative, mindless^ garbage, They shs^mejesslv littered cookie-cutter beats
paired with, recydéd thèmeS across thè airwaves. Strong attempts werejriiade by
artists such as Outkast, Jay-Z, and Eminem to elevate and diversify the genre. Yet,
with few exceptions, they remained largely within their comfort zones and had
difficulty cutting through the noise playecl over the air. Then there was Kanye West,
There are few Irtists, let alone rappers, that are as divisive as West. Despite how
you may feel about the man, Wes^not only,relentlesslypushedthe boundaries
of hip-hop, but he also boasted some of the best record sales of the last ten
years No small feat, especially
at a time when major media caters to the lowest
'
Ao— >m 4 n .» A , rHis
ui. success helped
k „ i r o nend
r l gangster
oanact^r rap's
r.n'c domination
nomination over
nwr
common
denominator
hip-hop and enabled artists from varying backgrounds, such as Drake and
_
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EXECUTIVE-IN-RESIDENCE
HARRY H O F F O N JR. ON CAMPUS
CHAIRMAN & PRINCIPAL

n

A H

Nicki Minaj, to be taken seriously. Last year
Minaj remarked of the change on Rolling Stone
that oefore, "You had to sell a few kilos to be
considered a credible rapper." But now, thanks to
rappers like West, different styles are respected.
Yeezy has come a long way since his 2004 debut
album, "The College Dropout." That album dealt
primarily with his struggles as a starving artist
and also the stigma attached with being a college
dropout. With a penchant for sampling songs in
the most unusualu ways (e.g., the all-too-catchy
sample of Lauren Hills Mystery of Iniquity on
AH Falls Down ) along with bri liantly clever
^
^
landscape, proving
you man t nave to De owslythat
accept«
brow to be widely
accepted.
But The College
Dropout was only a harbinger of things to come.
Dropout"
Fast-forward six years, four albums, countless
awards, numerous on-air gaffes, and millions
of dollars; the only thing West is counting now
are his #ls. His fifth and latest album, "My
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THURSDAY, FEBRUARY IO, 2011
7 P.M. IN JARMAN HALL AUDITORIUM
PUBLIC INVITED - SEATING LIMITED - FREE ADMISSION

A T A TIME WHEN ISSUES of corporate governance, financial
reporting and business ethics are making headlines daily, it is important to
remember that American industry continues to provide valued leadership
for creating a sustainable global economy. Our next speaker in the Executivein-Residence series will be Harry Hoflfon Jr., chairman and principal of
Eagle Fire Consulting in Richmond.
Mr. Hoflfon developed a business model that prides itself on service to the
customer and providing highly trained technicians for incident-free outcomes.
His knowledge and expertise in fire protection systems and life safety has
enabled Eagle Fire to become one of the nations leading fire protection .
companies operating in Maryland, Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina,
Tennessee, Alabama and Georgia. Eagle Fire employs more than 90 full-time
employees who work around the country. Mr. Hoflfon has served as an
instructor on Fire Suppression Systems at Rutgers University, presented to the
American Petroleum Institutes National Convention on Inspection and
Testing of Water Based Fire Protection systems, and been a guest lecturer for
classes at Longwood University's College of Business and Economics.
The Executive-in-Residence series is a public service of the College of
Business & Economics and is co-sponsored by Barren Capital Management,
LLC and SunTrust Bank. To learn more about the program and parking,
call 434.395.2045 (TRS: 711) or go to: www.longwood.edu/business.

LONGWOOD
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Continued at therotundaonline.com

A Second Chance for a StillSingle 'Bachelor*
BROOKE JENKINS

EAGLE FIRE CONSULTING, RICHMOND

Beautiful Dark Twisted Nightmare" has earned
him the top spot on nearly everybody's list. The
album not only marks his fourth consecutive #1
on Billboard's 200 Chart, but was also chosen
as the #1 album of 2010 by Rolling; Stone and
Pitchfork. Known to be ever the ruthless critic,
Pitchfork awarded the album a perfect 10
score, on par with The Beatles' "Abbey Road"
or Radioneatfs "Ok Computer" Without
a doubt, the album deserves nothing less.
More bombastic writers have already used
every imaginable adjective to describe "My
Beautiful Dark Twisted Nightmare." Epic.
Herculean. Dazzling. Extravagant. Breathtaking.
Certainly, the name of the album doesn't lend
itself to make things any easier, but quite simply,
the album is a masterpiece. By any conventional
metric the album should not have succeeded.

B r a d Womack is back for a second try at
love after leaving two women brokenhearted
at the end of his first time on "The Bachelor."
The one big concern on everyone's mind is if
he will be able to choose someone this time
around. After admitting his dad was barely in
his life, he explained this is where he gets his
trust and commitment issues from. He said he
is a changed man and finally ready to commit.
He has been to therapy since his last time on the
show, and claimed it changed his life.
When Brad first returned to the mansion,
Chris Harrison had a surprise waiting for him.
Jenni and DeAnna, the women he left at the end
of his last season. They had been asked back
and had some questions for him. They are both
currently engaged and expressed their hope that
Brad can find that one aay, but didn't know if
he could do it. DeAnna seemed concerned he
would leave two more women, and Jenni said
they would have their guard up when they find
out it is him. '
When the first woman walked up to him, she
slapped him across the face and said that was
from all the women of America. There are a wide
variety of women this season. A dentist, dancer,
single mother, widow, and a possible vampire.
No two women are the same, and they all stand
out. Ashley S. received the first impression rose
by giving Brad a clean slate.
Ashley H. got the first one-on-one date with
Brad. They went to a private carnival and shared
their common relationships with their fathers.
Ashley explained her father is homeless and she
had no idea where he is. Brad was finally able to
open up to a woman, and it surprised him.
le next date was a group-date consisting of 15
women.
Michelle was not nappy about this at all.
voir
She repeated many times that it was her birthday
and she should have gotten a one-on-one date
with Brad. The women get to their dates and
had Brad make public service announcements

for the American Red Cross.
The last date of the week was a one-on-one
with Jackie. They went to a hotel and Jackie was
pampered with massages, a beautiful gown, and
getting her hair and make-up done for dinner.
lat night they had dinner at the Hollywood
Bowl and were serenaded by the band Train.
At the cocktail party, Melissa and Raichal start
picking at each other and end up going home,
along with two other women.
Tne second week started off with a one-onone date with Ashley S. at a studio where she
and Brad recorded a duet of "Kiss from a Rose"

because she sang it with her dad, who passed
away two years ago. The group date was the
women filming an action movie with Brad. The
ladies got to perform fight scenes and Shawntel
amped up her performance by ending up with
the final Kissing scene. As usual, Michelle was
complaining about not having time with Brad.
The last one-on-one date before the cocktail
party was with Emily. She was scared because
she felt like she neeaed to tell Brad about her
fiancé who died in a plane crash on the way to
a race, how a week later she found out she was
pregnant, and now has a beautiful daughter
named after him. After Brad and Emily took a
ride in a private jet, they landed in wine country.
At first, Emily didn't open up to Brad, but later at
dinner Emily explained her past to Brad, which
brought them closer.
During the cocktail party, Madison admitted
she didn t feel like she came on the show with the
intentions to find a husband. She started to feel
bad, and wanted one of the other women find
love because they were more deserving. She ran
out in the middle of the rose ceremony and told
Brad she wanted to leave. Brad looked confused
but let her go, and finished the night by handing
out ten roses.
Continued at therotn ndaonl in e. com
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Men's Basketball Falls to Savannah State

What Can
Rodgers Do
For You?
BEN MAITLAND

Sports Editor

A s everyone knows, Super
Bowl XLV is this Sun., Feb. 6
on FOX. Television audiences
around the globe will be tuned
in to see the Pittsburgh Steel- • •
ers and the Green Bay Packers i ^ P i 1 *
duke it out in Dallas.
Multiple storylines abound
coming into this Sunday. From
SPORTS
Ben Rothleisberger's chance to
Jf
win his third championship to
COLUMN
Mike Tomlins chance to win
lr ye
a second title in four
vears as
a head coach, many of the stories center on the
Steelers. Sure, that franchise has a long and storied history dating back over the decades; but
what about the Pack. They, too, have had many
defining moments over the years.
The Lombardi Trophy is named for the man
who many call the patriarch' of the team. I feel
like most of the major stories have focused on
"The Steel City," so I want to take a different approach and talk about what it would mean for
one Packer in particular, should they pull it off
Sunday night. That player is Aaron Rodgers.
Rodgers came into the league with a lot of fanfare. Analysts predicted he would be a surefire
early first round draft pick in 2005. However, as
draft day wore on, Roagers' name was not called.
He was eventually selected 24th overall by Green
Bay and soon found himself in a backup role to
longtime Packer QB Brett Favre (of course, when
Favre still wore the green and yellow). That was
six years ago. In the time between then and now,
Favre left Green Bay for tenures with the New
York Jets and the Minnesota Vikings, leaving a
bad taste in the mouths of many "Cheeseheads."
The move by Favre left Rodgers in the driver's
seat, the captain of the Packers offensive efforts
every Sunday.
Favre
took down Mike Vick and the Eagle
Card round, then dismantled the Falcons in the
Divisional and finally defeated the rival Bears in
the NFC Championship. Should he find a way to
continue his streak of impressive playoff performances, Rodgers will have the elusive Super Bowl
title that fans in Wisconsin have been waiting for
since 1996. That was the year that a very young
and non-gray headed Favre won his first ana only
championship.
Here's what I like about Aaron Rodgers that
makes me believe he can work around tne Steelers' defense on Sunday night. One, he can take
a hit and keep on going. Granted, he suffered
a concussion or two alone the way this season,
but he showed resilience by getting back on his
feet and firing a pass for a long yardage gain or
a touchdown. He certainly has rolled with the
punches" during his stint as starting QB.

"Rodgers came into the
league with a lot of fanfare.
Analysts predicted he would be
a surefire early first round
draft pick in 2005.M
Second reason why Rodgers can secure the victory on Sunday is his confidence. He has a great
receiving corps around him with the likes of
Donald Driver and Greg Jennings. The Falcons
cylinders. He can even sprint
when he needs to for a rushing touchdown or just
to pick up yards. The Pack put up nearly 50 points
in that one against Atlanta. I wouldn't expect that
kind of score on Sunday night against tne Steelers, but Rodgers can certainly light it up when
he's on.
Let me be clear: Aaron Rodgers needs (yes,
needs) to win Sunday to further stake his claim
to the throne in Green Bay. The people need to
know that he is capable of coming through on the
big stage. Just to get to Super Bowl XLV was a
feat. Once you're there, you nave to prove you belong. The specter of Brett Favre still looms large
in that town and the good citizens are hungry for
another title.
Rodgers has to let it all hang out and let the
rough side drag, so to speak. He has delivered
continuously all throughout the playoffs this season. Can he carry that momentum into Dallas? I
think so. We'll find out on Sunday night.

BEN CORISH

Rotunda Staff Writer
C o m i n g off a good home
win against Campbell (109), the Longwood men's
basketball team took on the
Savannah State Tigers (317) on Sat., Tan. 29.judgin
by the first half, Longwoo
appeared to have the edge
in an otherwise very close
matchup. Despite Savannah State putting up the first
points, Longwood found
their groove, due in no small
part to three-pointers from
freshman David Robinson
and senior Aaron Mitchell.
Longwood was able to
grasp a 20-19 lead with 8:51
left to play in the first half.
From that point on, the
Lancers seemed to be in control, outscoring the Tigers
10-4. With 3:51 left to play
in the first half, Longwood
was up 30-23. The omy real
mistake for Longwooa during the first half occurred
when Savannah State sophomore Cedric Smith stole the
ball and returned it all the
way for two points.
Longwood lead the game
at halttime 40-34, with a
key performance by junior
Jeremiah Bowman, who
scored 15 points and was
perfect from the free throw
line. Junior Antwan Carter
scored 12 points in the half,
and Robinson scored seven points, which included
shooting 100 percent from
the free throw line. Savannah State sophomore Preston Blackmon scored eight
points, and made 80 percent
of his shots in the first half.
The beginning of the

W!

second half looked like it
would be a continuation of
Longwood's impressive first
half performance, as they
led 44-38 with 17:51 left to
play. The Tigers rallied off
a couple of baskets, but junior Martiz Washington recorded an impressive steal,
which he returned for two
points. This put the Lancers
up 49-47.
However, some key second
half misses for Longwood,
accompanied by Savannah
State points, allowed the
Tigers to take a 57-56 lead
with 8:30 left to play. Longwood was able to regain tne
lead 60-59, but fouls gave
the Tigers chances for Tree
throws, which they capitalized on. Senior Jovonni
Shuler, sophomore Cedric
Smith and freshmen Tyles
Smith lead the team in those
shots.
The game winded down
with Longwood missing opportunities. The Tigers continued to pull away, resulting in a To-67 loss for the
Lancers. The three abovementioned Tigers, as well as
sophomore Preston Blackmon, all contributed to the
win. The only real highlight
that belonged to the Lancers
in the second half was the
play of Antwan Carter, who
scored 14 points. Carter
led all scorers with 26 total
points.
In the end, inconsistency
took the Lancers out of the
game. They weren't able to
nang on to their first half
momentum, and were missing the shots the Tigers were
making. Fouls gave the Tigers free throw opportunities, which they capitalized

on. The Lancers' next opponent is the Colgate Raiders
(4-17, 2-5 Patriot League).
That game is on the roaa today, Wed., Feb. 2. The Lancers play their next home

game Wed., Feb. 16 against
southern Virginia.

SUPERBOWL XLV PICKS
BEN MJUTUNB. SPORTS EIITM
Packers, 24-21: It is time for the Green Bay Packers to. fully lay to rest the Brett Favre "ghost."
Aaron Rodgers is the man to do this. He has had an outstanding playoffs and will continue that
against a tough Steelers defense. "Big Ben" and the Steelers come close, but the Packers make
enough plays on defense to stop them.

KEENAN CRUMP. ROTUNDA REPORTER
Steelers, 28-24: It will be business as usual for Pittsburgh and yet another Super Bowl win. The
Pack won't be intimidated on either side of the ball,, but in this matchup, the experience of the
Steelers will outduel the new kids on die block from Green Bay. Expect a nigh-scoring affair with
"Big Ben" delivering the goods again StC8U|f<fr^>unday. Aaron Rodgers willnave to wait another
year to remove the snadow of Brett Favre.

NATHAN EPSTEIN. ROTINI» REPORTER
Packers, 24-17: There is no question at this point who the hotter team is. Pittsburgh fell by 14 at
home to Baltimore and neany let it slip away the following week against the lets, also at home.
Meanwhile, the Packers are getting production more so from their defense than their already
rolific offense. On the artificial turf, Packers defense will be faster than Pitt's offense. Aaron
odgers officially closes the era of Brett Favre.

g

TIM PIERS0N, VICE PRESIDENT OF STUDENT AFFAIRS
Packers, 34-31: These are two of the NFLs most storied organizations, and when you think of
pro-football these are the first two teams that often come to mind. Green Bay is on a roll and
probably comes in with the greater level of confidence, given that they are on a five-game winning
streak. Nobody is more capable of making a critical play than "Big Ben" and the Steelers, yet I
think this is the Packers year to win. Big plays from Aaron Rodgers will cap this season with a win
in Cowboys Stadium.

STEVE DRDADSKI, ASSOCIATE NEAD WOMEN'S SOCCER COACH
Packers, 30-27: This Super Bowl will be exciting, hard-hitting, and have a few twists and turns. I
H H M H H - ^ I
pick Pittsburgh. Also, we can t rorge
the winning team gets the "Lombardi" Trophy. I think the legendary coacn looks down and pulls
a few plays that go Green Bay's way. Packers' offense will be solid, but their defense will be great.
MVP trophy can only go to one guy, and that will be Aaron Rodgers.
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Women's Basketball Loses Two to Davidson and Maryland
BEN MAITLAND

Sports Editor
T h e Longwood Lancers women's basketball
team dropped two straight
games to the Davidson
Wildcats and the Maryland
Terrapins last week. The
game against Davidson
took place last Fri., Jan. 28,
in Wfllett Hall. Junior Morgan Smith was the leading
scorer for Longwood with
14 points. The Wildcats'
Ashley Lax scored a gamehigh 19 points. Most of
Lax's points came from
hitting four big three-point
field goals.
Longwood led early 7-5
with 17:50 left in the first
half after senior Krystal
Garrison knocked down
a three-pointer. Davidson
rallied and dominated the
next ten minutes going on
a 14-0 run to take the lead
19-7. The Lancers regained
the upper hand ana went
on an 18-2 run over the
next 5:19. Morgan Smith
hit two three-pointers during the run and sophomore
Heather Tobeck added a
three of her own. Longwood led at the half 28-26.
Davidson played well to
start the second half and

three-point range, and
82.6% (19-23) from the
foul line. Katrin Chiemeka scored 12 points and
Sophia Aleksandravicius
scored 11 points. The Wildcats had 16 assists, including seven from Barbara
Sitton. Davidson blocked
seven shots, led by Aleksandravicius with three.
After their home loss to
Davidson, the women's
team travelled to College
Park, Md. to play the 14tnranked Maryland Terrapins of the ACC. The game
was played on Sunday, Jan.
30. Longwood was never
in contention against a
tough Maryland squad, as
they lost the game 84-38.
The Lancers (4-15) were
paced by juniors Brittanni
Billups and Emma Zieverink who each scored seven
oints.' Meanwhile, the
errapins (18-3) were led
by Alicia DeVaughn with
16 points and a game-high
nine rebounds. The halftime score was 50-14 in favor of Maryland.
The Terrapins continued
to stretch the advantage in
the second half, outscoring
the Lancers again. Longwood shot 26.9 percent
(14-52) from the field, including just 11.1 percent
(2-18) from three-point

regained the lead 35-30
with 17:26 left in the game.
Sophomore Chelsea Coward of Longwood tied the
game 37-37 with 13:36
left after knocking down
a tough jump shot. It was
then that Lax nailed threestraight
three-pointers.
Freshman Emilee Dunton
made a three-pointer with
seven minutes left in the
game to close the gap 5247. However, the Lancers
could not cut the deficit
any more, losing to the
Wildcats 63-53. The Wildcats of the Southern Conference improved to 9-10
with their victory.
Longwood snot 32.8%
(19-58) from the floor, including 33.3% (7-21) from
three-point range, and 80%
(8-10) from the free throw
line. All 11 Longwood
players who played in the
came scored, but Morgan
Smith was the only one
to reach double-figures.
Junior Mina Jovanovic
pulled down a team-high
six rebounds. The Lancers
forced 22 Davidson turnovers, which they converted into 23 points. Longwood also recorded seven
steals and nine assists.
Davidson shot 41.9%
(18-43) from the field, including 47.1% (8-17) from

?

land, and 80 percent (810) from the charity stripe.
In addition to Billups' and
Zieverink's seven points,
Tobeck pulled down a
team-high six rebounds
and recorded a seasonhigh five blocks. Sophomore Erin Neal had three
assists and one steal. Longwood did manage to translate 19 Maryland turnovers
into 13 points.
On the other side, Maryland shot 41.4 percent (2458) from the field, including just 16.7 percent (1-6)
from three-point range,
and 81.4 percent (35-43)
from the foul line. Lynetta
Kizer added 15 points and
Alyssa Thomas scored 14
points. The Terrapins outrebounded Longwood 5026 and scored 18 secondchance points. Maryland
forced 31 Longwood turnovers and outscored the
Lancers 40-8 in the paint.
It was Maryland's secondstraight win against Longwood.
The women's team returns to the court on Wed.,
Feb. 2, when it hosts CSU
Bakersfield in Willett Hall
in Farmville at 7 p.m.

Women's Basketball Moving Forward with New Coach
eraged five more assists per game and four more steals
per game.
Sports Editor
"Offensively, we just kind of opened it up," he said,
"That's the only way you can really tell what people's
I ,t was Dec. 6,2010, when then-assistant men's basket- strengths and weaknesses are, just by letting them play
ball coach Bill Reinson assumed command of the Lanc- and we d i ^ h a t in practice and in games. Some of the
ers women's basketball-team fronr Krreten Gmusorin * « b r l s r t w r v ® o t m s h e d a n d s o m e - i t n a s taken away f r o m
the nearly two months since taking the job, Reinson nas " tneiroffensive capabilities, but overall it's a plus for the
guided the women's team to a record of 3-9. Although team."
it has been a difficult period for the women's squad, tne
Again, Coach Reinson inherited the womens team
new coach hopes to improve. Reinson discussed what under bad circumstances. Former Coach Caruso was
he has done since taking over to try to better the team. placed on a paid leave of absence in January 2010 and
"Over the Christmas break, I made the decision that was later suspended in December 2010. Just a few days
if we did nothing else this year we were going to learn after the suspension, she was relieved of her coaching
how to play defense," said Reinson. "I think it's com- duties. No definite reason has been given by Director
ing along. It's a slow process because you have to un- of Athletics Troy Austin regarding Caruso's departure.
"Generally, its my personal preference as well as the
train a lot of bad habits and train the new habits. I think
they've taken to it, they're playing hard and they're in university standard that we aon't disclose personnel
the right positions for the most part. I think the next matters," said Austin, "Again, I don't want to approach
step is taking the correct positions and then going out any level of details. As I said in the statement, there was.
a review of the program. If you've been following the
ana attacking knowing you're in the right spot.
In the first seven games under Reinson, the women's program, you know there was a review of the leaderteam averaged nine more points per game. They also av- ship of the program last December and January. In both
BEN MAITLAND

situations, we looked for particular details that were
brought to light and after that it was decided that we
would go our separate ways."
"I think just in general, any type of major disturbance
off the court concerns me in terms of morale. Even
making the coaching change I was concerned about
how that would affect the women on the team. To their
credit, they handled the situation well and stayed focused the best they could because it wasn't easy and has
not been easy for them," said Austin.
However, Austin feels that Coach Reinson is doing
fine in his new role. "He brings a great intensity and
passion for people and the game a n d a great intellect, as
well. It appears to me they ithe team] nave embraced it
and movea forward."
Coach Reinson commented in regards to whether the
change could be permanent, "When Troy and I talked,
we agreed that I would do it until the end of the year. I
would see if I enjoyed it and he would see whether he
enjoyed me doing it and we would talk again at the end
of the year. I've already spoken to him to let him know
how much I would like to have it."

ITS....PINK ZONE

250 FREE T-Shirts
1/2 of the game's proceeds will be
donated to
Virginia Breast Cancer Foundation
Lancer Lunatics will be Collecting Money in D-hall February 6 -8th to
donate to VBCF

Women's Basketball vs. UNCAsheville
February 8,2011 at 7:00 pm
Come and Support!!!
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Patsy Miessler's husband, Jim, had.battled throat cancer for
years, so when it reoccurred in November of 2009, Patsy expected
the usual treatment Upon closer inspection, the doctors at Centra
Southside Community Hospital discovered that the cancer was worse
than the previous cases and that radiation and chemotherapy were
needed. After fighting cancer for so long, Jim opted out of radiation
and chemotherapy.
Such a difficult decision left Pasty and Jim with many questions as to
what would happen next. The staff at Centra Southside recommended
Hospice, Farmville office. Their designated hospice nurse was very
compassionate and ensured that Jim and Patsy knew exactly what to
expect and the preparations Patsy needed to make.
In February of 2010, Jim passed away. Though it was a difficult time
for Patsy, she remarks that Hospice, Farmville eased the situation.
To hear the rest of Patsy's story, visit CentraSouthside.com.

A Better Place To Be
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